In algebraic geometry there is a theorem known to the effect that if on an algebraic variety there is given a transitive commutative Lie group of birational transformations then the variety can be uniformized by hyperelliptic functions of the same dimension as the variety, I and as a comment on this theorem we will give a proposition which is rather more comprehensive than itself.
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THEOREM. Let V2k, k > 1, be a (non-algebraic, non-compact) complex coordinate space of 2k real dimensions. If, for r > k, there are on it r holomorphic contravariant vector fields lpa at = 1) ... k; p = l, ..., r,(1 such that the rank of the matrix (1) has everywhere its maximum value k ("transitivity") and therefore k linearly independent Abelian integrals of the stated kind can be introduced locally. However, since the normalization (5) can be introduced in every neighborhood, such Abelian integrals can be continued along every path and they remain linearly independent in the neighborhood of every point, which completes the proof of the theorem.
Actually, the normalization (5) Therefore the r Abelian integrals w:(z) = Jft,,j' dz4, may be introduced, and if, for instance, the first k among them are linearly independent at the point z°, then they will be so everywhere and offer the mapping claimed.
Remark.-We will now describe a general possibility for constructing a Kaehler metric (not necessarily a flat one) from given data by an old idea of M. Noether which actually only performs a holomorphic immersion into a complex projective space of sufficiently many dimensions and thus induces a Kaehler metric automatically.
Assume at first that we are given a number of scalar densities 5A,,f(Z), q = ls, ...,Is a given type (m; n; g), with "symmetries" added. If the number of independent tensor components is N, then we denote this object by one cumulative index. Thus: P, and we envisage the presence of several such tensorfields *pA, A =1,...,N; p =1,...,r (8) all of the same type, and with p 2 N + 1. Now, it is possible to verify that the N-dimensional square matrices of the matrix (8), whose number is s = (), are all densities of a certain weight; and if we denote them by -(6) and impose the previous condition on the matrix (7) then a mapping into a projective space will ensue. The condition on the matrix (7) could probably be stated more simply in terms of the elements (6) Read before the Academy, April 25, 1951 This note presents a simple constructive type of proof of the theorem indicated in the title. The proofs in the standard treatises (e.g., Weber, H., Lehrbuch der Algebra, 2, 42-45 (1899)) are fairly complicated, usually involving an inductive process.
Another proof, based on a certain minimal condition, will be published in a subsequent issue of these PROCEEDINGS.
If an arbitrary finite set of n-component vectors are arranged in any order, and we strike out successively every vector expressible as a linear combination of other vectors as yet unstricken, then the vectors remaining at the end of the process constitute a basis for the given set-the proof is almost banal.
